The Field House

Sustainable Features
BioSIPs

The second level of the home will be constructed of BioSIPs.
They are a newly engineered SIP system that uses biobased
materials.
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Shipping Container Reuse

The primary level of the home will be constructed of reclaimed
shipping containers. Two 40’ high cubes will be used for the
commercial kitchen area, and two 20’ high cubes for the
residential area.

Field to farm dining is a newly-evolving concept in which freshly harvested
foods are prepared on site and served outdoors at long tables set in a field
between crop rows. Field “restaurants” allow diners to gather and socialize
outdoors while experiencing fresh, organic foods and a greater appreciation
for the earth and its resources.

Boulder County

Greywater System

The home will take use of waste water to provide some of the
watering needs for the growing walls. Rain water collection from
the roof will also supplement the watering needs.

Composting

All of the natural food scraps from the restaurant and residence
will be composted and then used to fertilize the fields.

SIPs are becoming a prominent building material in the
effort to be energy efficient.
They are constructed of foam
insulation contained between
OSB sheathing. SIPs are a
modular form that can be
erected significantly faster
than traditional stick frame
construction.

Moveable Hen House

In addition to providing fresh eggs, the moveable hen house
provides natural fertilization for the fields.

Photovoltaics and Solar Hot Water

The roof structure is designed to hold photovoltaic and solar hot
water systems to reduce or eliminate the homes reliance on fossil
fuels

Passive Solar Orientation

The home is orientated to take the most advantage of the
southern sun. The awning system is designed to block the harsh,
unwanted summer sun from entering the home which may cause
it to overheat.

Construction Precedents

SIPs | Model
Shipping containers are modular
forms with inherent structural
capabilities. They have potential for
hybridization and integration with
other types of construction systems.

The home is organized into to types
of spaces. The public spaces,
consisting of the commercial
kitchen and dining areas, and the
private spaces within the chef’s
residence. The home is oriented to
take advantage of passive solar
opportunities and the trellis system
cocooning the home allows ample
growing opportunities.
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Natural Ventilation

Strategically placed windows allow for natural ventilation of the
home.

Initial Design | Sketch

Shipping Container | Model
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Outdoor Dining
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Aromatic Wind Break Wall

Outdoor Dining Table

The table is ideally located between
the commercial kitchen and crop
rows allowing for a unique dining
experience.

Crop Rows

Adjacent to the kitchen, and located
on the 4’ module of the structure, the
crop rows help to provide fresh
produce for the menu.
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An intermediate part of the preparation process, the wash station is
located between the fields and the
kitchen.
It encourages public
engagement because it is adjacent
to the dining tables.

Prevailing Winds

Composting

Composting is a great way to
provide natural fertilizer for the
crops. It prolongs the life of food
waste from the preparation and
diner.

Farm Stand

The farm stand provides the opportunity to generate additional
revenue by selling produce throughout the day.
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A moveable hen house provides
natural fertilizer for the fields and
fresh eggs for the restaurant.
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Used for both heating and cooking, the
hearth is focal point of the kitchen and
dining areas.
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Residential Growing Wall
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Dividing the kitchen from the dining
area, this counter acts as a preparation
and plating space. Guests are
encouraged to gather at it before the
meal to observe its preparation.

The growing wall to the north provides
ample space for growing a variety of
edibles and flowers. Its proximity to the
structure provides natural insulation on
the northern side.

The portion of the growing wall to the
east of the structure is reserved for use
within the private residence

Level 1 Shipping Container Construction [1120 sq ft]
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Privacy Growing Wall

This growing wall is designed to provide
privacy to the residence from diner goers.
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Indoor Dining
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A more intimate indoor dining experience
that is ideal for times of inclement weather.

10 Walk-In Refrigerator
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11 Mechanical Room
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12 Public Rest Room
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13 Private Kitchen
Hen House
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Wood Burning Stove

Northern Growing Wall
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Level 2 BioSIP Construction [912 sq ft]

A top of the line commercial grade
kitchen to prepare the farm dinners
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Private

Commercial Kitchen

Plating | Preparation Counter

Recycling

In an effort to be sustainable; a
recycling station outside of the
commercial kitchen promotes the
reuse of materials.

This growing wall will provide the kitchen
with fresh herbs and edibles and allow
guests to pick edibles. The prevailing
western wind will carry the scent of the
growth into the kitchen and dining areas.
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Vegetable Wash Station

Public

Ideally located between the fields and
kitchen to give the diner an immersive
experience

14 Living Space
15 Laundry
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16 Master Bedroom
17 Master Bath
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Public Parking

Located closer to the farm stand
than the restaurant, the parking
creates the experience of walking
along the field before reaching the
dining table.

18 Kids’ Bedroom
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19 Shower Room
20 Office
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